1936. The Page-Kreutzberg team crossed boundaries of gender, genre, and geopolitics, as Meglin's title indicates, at a volatile moment of world history. Her account of this joint venture raises issues of transnational identity and circulation prior to globalization and expatiates on pre-World War II cosmopolitanism and its hybrid subjectivities. Meglin's dense historical research unpacks the biographies, psychologies, and repertoires of these two artists as well as retrieves gems of dance history placed in critical perspective.
Emily Plumb explores how the dancer's use of the voice can epitomize qualities usually attributed to movement, and so often theorized as disappearance. As Walter J. Ong has written. "Sound exists only when it is going out of existence" (2002, 32) . The same has often been said of movement and/or performance. Here it is not a question of the written text per se in its relationship to choreography but of the oral utterance in its relation to danced performance. The studio performance Plumb evokes throughout her essay, Relay, is a collaborative student work at the Free University Berlin (Freie Universiteit Berlin) in which the voice becomes a danced material, another form of corporeality. Interestingly, Plumb theorizes the action of the voice as a kind of inscription, thus integrating vocality into Mallarmé's metaphor of the dance as an unwritten body writing. This writing is vocal.
Bringing thoughts on dance and writing to bear on the pedagogical and professional context-and also writing from perspectives bridging the Atlantic-Julie Malnig, Ann Nugent, and Leslie Satin dialogue on the teaching of dance criticism in higher education. "Writing Dance" marks the return of the "Dialogues" feature to DRJ. Malnig asks how retooling the functions of criticism can inform the teaching of criticism; Nugent recounts her classroom experiments with autobiographical dance writing; Satin reflects on the function of writing in her ongoing dance career. Their theme in the broadest sense is the language of reaction to dance and the capture of ideas in and of dance by language. The issues of hybrid connections between dance, writing, and voice are summed up in this dialogue even as they are redirected toward a pedagogical project whose moment, like that of the Berlin workshop, pertains to the evolving present.
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